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Dialogues
That work!!



Recruiting Dialogues 

How to truly make sure your recruiting conversations
match your brand!

You are what you speak!

How you say something is as important as what you say. Your tone, whether

you are smiling or not, your overall energy level, even if you are sitting or

standing will make a tremendous di�erence when talking to potential new

members of your team. Face to face or over the phone it makes no di�erence,

you must make sure that you are projecting the type of leadership that is being

o�ered to them by joining your company. There has been extensive research into

understanding the importance of how you say something and why it triggers

certain behaviors in people. These Nonlinguistic Programing techniques (also

known as NLP) have been very successfully used in almost every industry that

relies on sales for revenue generation. It explains that subtle things allow people

to feel comfortable enough to actually hear what is being communicated.  This

comfort and engagement is what ultimately leads to decisive action.

You also must ensure that your dialogues (or scripts) match what you’re telling

people with your advertising. Be sure not to use “loaded” words or expressions

that deliver a confusing message. We train our agents to talk to sellers about

their houses and buyers about a new home. Why then do we forget the

importance of these tiny details that have a huge impact when it comes time for

us to talk to our potential new team members? Because we get busy and excuse

ourselves from growing in our own skill set. The small things matter in sales!

Below are a few scripts that should be practiced and applied, keeping in mind

the powerful NLP principle mentioned above.  First, here are some recruiting

strategies that demonstrate how you say something is as important as what you

say.
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Here are some Top Strategies for Recruiting:
Referrals from Agents in your o�ice

Referrals from Agents outside your o�ice (yes this happens!)

Training Events/Social Events

Co-Broker Transactions

New Hire Referrals

Social Media

The list goes on and on. None of these are new strategies to �nd potential

recruits or new opportunities for recruiting managers.  However, a successful

recruiting system will utilize several of these in a consistent way with dialogues

that work e�ectively across all strategies.

Networking and your Non-Real Estate SOI

Ecosystems of you, your agents, and your brokerage
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Here is the old way:
Co-broker Script:

__(Recruit Name)__________, my agent _(Current Agent)___enjoyed working with

you so much during this transaction! __(Current Agent)__said your approach with

your clients is masterful and we appreciated the way you negotiated a win-win

for both parties. You know our o�ice is always looking for highly professional

agents and I think your business may really bene�t from the business building

strategies that our company utilizes! It never hurts to check out what other

o�ices are doing, right?  I would love to meet with you and just chat, how does

that sound?

How many times do you think they have heard some
version of that?  

How about this instead...
Hey___(Recruit)__ this is Matt with __(Company Name)__, Congrats on the great

job on 123 Main Street with __(Current Agent)______from my o�ice. They said

things went really well. I know you are busy as a thank you I wanted to give you

____(business building value not branded to your company)__.  Like I said, I

know you are busy so I will just text you the info and I hope it helps you grow

your business.  Again thanks for doing a great job and I will follow up soon to

see how the market is treating you!

These types of value �rst dialogues are easy to work with, they're not what any

other company in your marketplace are using, and they create value based follow

up opportunities.  There are 4 other key dialogues that will be all you need to

begin the conversation with experienced agents. I am not going to bother putting

the “tired” version of these scripts because you can �nd them everywhere on the

internet and any other recruiting program that is on your shelf. Below are

versions that convert consistently.
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Open House Visit
Hey __________I just walked through an Open House that my agent (or _______ if

they know each other) is having and he mentioned that you were doing one also.

She asked that I walk through your open house and say hello and give you the

registration link for the upcoming event next month. She is going to be attending

and is excited about networking with Top Agents from other companies and

thought you might want to reserve a seat! I know you are busy here at your open

house so I will just text and email you the link, do you mind if I look around?

Buzzards and Eagles
Hey ___________this is Matt. I want to make a quick call because your name

came up in a conversation this morning with _(Current Agent)__when we were

talking about the upcoming training that several top producers are attending. 

__(Current Agent)_ is going and is excited and wanted me to invite you.  I know

you're super busy but I promised them that I would text and email you the

registration link in case you wanted to attend. Hopefully we will get to see

there!  How's the market?

Just Hired
Hey _(Recruit)_, I just wanted to check in with you to make sure everything's on

track with your transition to my o�ice…(__Perfect_)…..Hey, as you know from

our conversation when you signed up I registered you for __(Event)__ which will

be focusing on __(business value)__. I wanted to make sure that anyone you

knew from other companies that may bene�t from attending gets registered as

quickly as possible, who can you think of that would bene�t from that type of

growth?
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Vendor Sponsored
Hey __(Vendor Name)__, I wanted to connect with you and thank you again for

sponsoring our sales rally event. I want to make sure you get as much value as

possible out of the sponsorship so I wanted to check in with you and see if there

were any agents that you're doing business with that may be interested in

attending as a VIP?  I will start by calling them and letting them know you

sponsored the event and wanted them to get the bene�t of attending.  Let me

know who they are and we will roll out the red carpet for them. I can help you

strengthen your connection with them by getting them to this event and then

putting you on display as a strong business partner, how does that sound?

Once you get the name from the sponsor
Hey Nancy, this is Matt I just wanted to reach out and invite you to the

upcoming Sales Rally on behalf of our friend __(Vendor Name)__at _(Vendor

company)___.  They are sponsoring the upcoming Event so that it would be no

cost for great agents to attend from di�erent companies like yourself and I

promised her I would send you the registration link. Take a look at it and

hopefully it's something that you're interested in!  How is the market treating

you?

Once you are comfortable offering value first, focusing
on what you say as much as how you say it, and
creating conversations that you enjoy... your results
will sky rocket!  Stand out by not being like every
other recruiting manager and lead with value and not
calling them in the middle of their busy day with WHAT
YOU WANT! 


